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themselves in another Babel of spoken tongues, but also in a labyrinth of written
languages, each with hundreds of signs and symbols to master. These included the
cuneiform of the Sumerians, Akkadians, Hittites, and Hurrians, and the hieroglyphics
of the Egyptians and the Cypriote-Minoans. Beginning as early as the seventeenth or
sixteenth century B.C., the scribes of Palestine and Syria began the experiment of
simplifying the several systems of logographic writing, an experiment that eventually
resulted in a variety of syllabic scripts. From the eleventh century on, these syllabic
forms of writing were still further simplified to the point where the number of written
symbols was reduced to the signs needed to represent the relatively few sounds that
are used in a spoken language. These thirty or so signs came to make up the alphabets
of the major languages. The Phoenicians are usually given credit for the feat of
inventing an alphabet. However, Gelb argues persuasively that the West Semitic scripts
were really syllabic and not fully alphabetic, because they did not have signs for the
vowels, and that the Greeks created the first true alphabet by inventing signs for the
vowels as well as for the consonants.25 (See Figure 2.2, p. 41.)
The point here is twofold: the new creativeness in language development arose in
international centers where the mingling of peoples led to new intellectual and
educational forms; whereas the ancient centers made a virtue of maintaining the old
forms of writing (and of education) despite their complexity and inability to respond
easily to social and intellectual change. The scribes who had mastered the difficult
cuneiform language after many years of hard work had a vested interest. They were
not likely to admit that easier and simpler methods of writing and of education, which
could be mastered in a shorter time by larger (and thus less able) numbers of people,
could be better than the old.
The professional purpose of the original Mesopotamian schools was eventually
lost, but the organizational framework, that enabled the schools to develop in the first
place by achieving a corporate life for scribes and teachers became ossified into a
protectionist cult that sought to resist change. At that point Mesopotamian education
became so congealed that it was susceptible to the disintegrative forms of dispersion
rather than its disseminative qualities. It no longer had the power to share its ancient
abundance through the disseminating powers of dispersion. The peoples with alpha-
betic languages, who could realize their promise of wider literacy through broader
access to schools, created the newer and more dynamic centers of civilization which
successive societies and cultures would come to emulate.
Meanwhile, the Old Babylonian literary tradition, which had been formulated
between 1750 and 1600 B.C., began to be standardized and canonized from about
1500 B.C. onward. Eventually the whole literary tradition was pressed into compendia
that formed the prescribed curriculum of the schools. Whatever was not in the
curriculum was not worth knowing. Literature lost its creative force and began to be
frozen into stereotyped forms, the pedagogical goal for scribe and student stressed
slavish copying, even to the specific form of wording that had to be followed in
edition after edition so that the original would be preserved without change. This
25 See I. J. Gelb, A Study of Writing, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1952. (Phoenix edition,
1963), chaps. 5 and 6.

